BUILT TO LAST
FIT FOR ALL
WORLD-CLASS HI VIS PROVIDING
UNBEATABLE PROTECTION AND
PERFORMANCE. IN ALL CONDITIONS.
IN EVERY SITUATION.
INCLUDING FEMALE FIT
GORE-TEX PRODUCTS.

WE’LL NEVER
LET YOU DOWN
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OUR RANGE
Ballyclare’s innovative waterproof GORE-TEX garments,
female, polycotton, multi-hazard and flame retardant
range of high vis garments, are fully waterproof,
breathable, flame retardant, anti-static with
arc protection whilst welding.
Ballyclare’s hi vis range meets the highest
specifications required for clothing, protecting you
from the rigours of weather and keeping you seen
and safe in hazardous working environments.

SAFETY STANDARDS
All our Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) is
approved to the requisite national and international
safety standards governing performance and
quality of manufacture.

RIS 3279 TOM

EN 20471

EN 11611

EN 1149

EN 11612

IEC 61482

EN 343

AVAILABLE TO BUY ONLINE AT

BALLYCLARELIMITED.COM
Tel: +44 (0)844 493 2808 info@ballyclarelimited.com
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GORE-TEX
GARMENTS
GORE-TEX Fabrics take protective clothing to another
level: they’re fully waterproof and windproof; and
highly breathable to avoid heat build-up. They can also
stand high water pressure and severe mechanical
stresses – everything it takes to perform beyond
expectations and last several years in hard use.

The unique GORE-TEX Membrane Every square inch has 9 billion pores that are
20,000 times smaller than a water droplet,
so water can’t penetrate but sweat vapour
molecules can escape, keeping the wearer
dry from the inside

Fully seam sealed with proprietary
GORE-SEAM® Tape to provide
ultimate full waterproofness to meet
and exceed the EN 14360 Protective
Clothing Against Rain test with no
leakage after extended use simulation

GORE-TEX Fabrics are proven in
industrial laundering to the International
Standard ISO 15797 (Textiles - Industrial
washing and finishing procedures for
testing of workwear)

HV160

HV14

HV158

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Trouser

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Salopette

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Thermal Salopette

This is our best performing male waterproof
GORE-TEX Fabric hi vis trouser that is approved
and worn by Network Rail. The elasticated waist
and ankle zips make pulling on and off over boots
easier. The trouser also has side access to any
under garments pockets.

These are our most popular salopette in
waterproof GORE-TEX Fabric. They are a
comfortable option that provide more protection
in wet weather than a trouser. The over the
shoulder braces, elasticated back waist and front
zip offer comfort for the wearer.

In addition to the extra protection provided by
a salopette design, the waterproof GORE-TEX
Fabric is coupled with a thermal layer. This
thermal layer provides protection against extreme
conditions meaning this salopette can be worn
comfortably in cold winter months.

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

HV152

HV153

HV150

HV159

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof Jacket

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof Bomber Jacket

This is our best performing unlined waterproof hi vis jacket that is approved
and worn by Network Rail. The GORE-TEX Fabric provides full durable,
waterproof and windproof protection while offering the highest levels
of breathability providing the ultimate protection from both warm, wet
climates and extreme wet weather conditions. The HV152 can be combined
and worn with the Thermal Bodywarmer HV198.

This GORE-TEX Fabric waterproof bomber jacket is shorter than our other
waterproof jackets and sits on the waist allowing easy access to trouser
pockets and utility belts. This jacket offers full waterproof and windproof
protection while offering the highest levels of breathability.

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Thermal Jacket

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Thermal Coverall

This is our best performing thermal waterproof
GORE-TEX Fabric hi vis jacket that is approved
and worn by Network Rail. The waterproof and
thermal layers provide protection against
extreme wet and cold conditions.

This is our best performing thermal waterproof
GORE-TEX Fabric hi vis coverall. The one-piece
design and quilted lining provides extra protection
and comfort to the wearer.

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall
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FEMALE
It’s a simple fact of life that a garment primarily designed
for a man won’t be fit for purpose when worn by a
woman. Ballyclare beat the problem with this new
specially designed range, with female-friendly features.
As well as offering a more comfortable, tailored fit,
our female-fit hi vis range meets the very highest
specifications to protect against the worst weather
and keeps the wearer seen and safe in the most
hazardous working environments.

Technology built in by GORE-TEX Fabrics takes the
Ballyclare female range of protective clothing to another
level: they’re fully waterproof and windproof; and highly
breathable to avoid heat build-up. They can also stand
high water pressure and severe mechanical stresses –
everything it takes to perform beyond expectations and
last several years in hard end use

We’re the only UK manufacturer to offer a female fit
waterproof GORE-TEX Fabric range.

EXCLUSIVE
NEW RANGE
HV151
Female Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Thermal Jacket

Industrially launderable.
Durable and long lasting

We worked with female wearers in
a number of live trials and used their
feedback to design garments that actually
offer real benefits to the end user

Innovative, comfortable,
durable, designed to fit

This is a specifically designed high performing female fit GORE-TEX Fabric
waterproof jacket that is approved and worn by Network Rail. The GORE-TEX
Fabric provides full durable, waterproof and windproof protection while
offering the highest levels of breathability providing the ultimate protection
from both warm, wet climates and extreme wet weather conditions.

Size: 8-10

Trialled and tested with female
workers within industry

Female sizes are from 8 – 20
Our waterproofs are fully seam sealed with
proprietary GORE-SEAM® Tape to
provide ultimate full waterproofness to
meet and exceed the EN 14360 Protective
Clothing Against Rain test with no leakage
after extended use simulation

Wide size range 8 – 20 for women
(made to measure available)
Multiple leg lengths for women
(extra short – tall)
(made to measure available)

Approved and worn by

HV157

HV182

HV168

Female Hi Vis GORE-TEX
Waterproof Trouser

Female Hi Vis Softshell Jacket

Female Hi Vis
Heavyweight Trouser

This is a specifically designed high performing
female fit GORE-TEX Fabric waterproof trouser
that is approved and worn by Network Rail.
The GORE-TEX Fabric provides full durable,
waterproof and windproof protection.

Size: 8-20 Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall

This is our Network Rail approved female fit hi vis
orange softshell jacket. This garment has been
manufactured with a specifically designed female
fit pattern. It has zipped pockets, stand collar and
adjustable elasticated cuffs.

Size: 8-20

Our Network Rail approved female hi vis orange
cargo work trouser has been carefully selected,
trialled and successfully worn within industry
to assess its fitness for purpose and provide a
comfortable wear.

Size: 8-20 Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall

7.

FEMALE-FIT
HI VIS
WORKWEAR
HV193
UW16

UW12

HV191

Female Base Layer Leggings

Female Base Layer
Long Sleeve Top

Female Hi Vis Long Sleeve
Polo Shirt

This long sleeved base layer top provides extra
protection in cold weather and can be worn as
part of a layered approach. This Network Rail
approved female thermal base layer is designed to
be worn under outer garments.

This is our Network Rail approved female hi vis
orange long sleeve polo. This has been carefully
selected, trialled and successfully fit worn within
industry to assess its fitness for purpose.

Size: 8-20

Size: 8-20

Size: 8-20

WMP08F

WMP07F

Female Flame Retardant
Base Layer Long John

Female Flame Retardant
Base Layer Top

This female flame retardant base layer long john
provides extra protection in hazardous conditions.
This Network Rail approved flame retardant
base layer is designed to be worn under outer
garments.

This female flame retardant base layer long
sleeved top provides extra protection in hazardous
conditions. This Network Rail approved flame
retardant base layer is designed to be worn under
outer garments.

Size: 8-26
Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: 8-26
Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

These Network Rail approved female thermal
base layer leggings are designed to be worn under
outer garments. They provide extra protection
in cold weather and can be worn as a layered
approach.

Female Hi Vis Polo Shirt
This is our Network Rail approved female fit hi vis orange short sleeve
polo shirt. This top has been carefully selected, trialled and successfully
worn within industry to assess its fitness for purpose. This polo shirt has
underarm ventilation and the reflective tape has seam breaks to improve
comfort for the wearer.

Size: 8-10

AVAILABLE TO BUY ONLINE AT

BALLYCLARELIMITED.COM
9.

POLYCOTTON
WORKWEAR
Here’s a truly comprehensive range of polycotton
workwear specifically designed to provide a more
comfortable fit and easier, more natural movement
throughout the whole working day.

Designed for wearers and fully
trialled and tested in the field.
Worn and approved by Network Rail

Every garment is fully launderable to give long,
cost-effective service and comes in an extended
range of sizes – so there’s a perfect fit for everyone.

Sizes XS - 7XL (Available in multiple leg lengths)
Made to measure garments are available

We design and manufacture all our
polycotton workwear ourselves to
guarantee product quality

We’re able to use our experience working
with other sectors including the emergency
services to ensure we design and manufacture
comfortable, well-fitting garments

Our hi vis range meets the highest
specifications required for protective
clothing; keeping you seen and safe in
hazardous working environments

HV181

HV180

HV199

Male Hi Vis Softshell Jacket

Unisex Hi Vis Fleece Jacket

Hi Vis Jacket

This is our Network Rail approved hi vis orange
softshell jacket. It has been carefully selected,
trialled and successfully worn within industry to
assess its fitness for purpose. It has zipped pockets,
stand collar and adjustable elasticated cuffs.

This is our unisex fleece jacket and is ideal for
wearing in cooler conditions. With zipped pockets,
elasticated cuffs and manufactured in a 100%
polyester high visibility orange fabric this is a very
comfortable wear.

This is our Network Rail approved hi vis work
jacket. This more traditional jacket is similar to a
jean jacket and is durable and comfortable. Chest
pockets with stud fastenings and angled side
pockets make this a versatile jacket.

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

HV167

HV164

HV183

EXCLUSIVE
NEW
RANGE
HV198
Hi Vis Thermal Body Warmer
Our thermal high visibility reversible bodywarmer is approved and worn by
Network Rail. It is designed to be worn both separately and interactively
with our unlined waterproof GORE-TEX Fabric hi vis jacket (HV152).

Size: S-5XL

Male Hi Vis Lightweight Trouser Male Hi Vis Heavyweight
This lightweight hi vis cargo trouser has been
Trouser
carefully selected, trialled and successfully worn
within industry to assess its fitness for purpose
and provide a comfortable wear.

Size: 28”-54” Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

This is our heavyweight hi vis cargo trouser
which offers a robust and durable solution. This
trouser has been carefully selected, trialled and
successfully worn within industry.

Size: 28”-54” Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Unisex Hi Vis Jogging Trouser
This is our Network Rail approved hi vis jogging
trouser. It’s a comfortable trouser option with an
elasticated waist, cargo pockets and waterproof
knee patches for when kneeling on wet ground.

Size: S-7XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

11.

HV166

HV163

HV194

Hi Vis Bib and Brace

Hi Vis Coverall

Unisex Hi Vis T-Shirt

Our bib and brace option offers a more traditional
workwear option. It has adjustable over-theshoulder braces, elasticated rear brace sections
and comfortable polycotton shoulder straps.

Our hi vis coverall provides a one-piece hi vis
workwear option. This coverall has been trialled
and tested by industry to assess it is fit for
purpose.

Our unisex hi vis t-shirt is one of our most popular
styles. Underarm mesh ventilation offers
improved breathability and the reflective tape
is separated at the side seams for an improved
wearing experience.

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-7XL

HV192

HV190

HV172

Hi Vis Short Sleeve Polo Shirt

Hi Vis Long Sleeve Polo Shirt

Hi Vis Quick Release Vest

Our hi vis short sleeved polo shirt is our most
popular shirt style. The lapel collar gives a smart
appearance, underarm mesh ventilation offers
improved breathability and the reflective tape
is separated at the side seams for an improved
wearing experience.

We offer polo shirts in both short and long sleeved
options depending on your preference. The lapel
collar gives a smart appearance, underarm mesh
ventilation offers improved breathability and the
reflective tape is separated at the side seams for
an improved wearing experience.

This hi vis orange quick release safety vest has
side studs for emergency removal. We have also
added concealed zipped pockets for wearer
convenience to make it a safe yet practical option.

Size: S-7XL

Size: S-7XL

Size: S-5XL

13.

MULTI-HAZARD
CLOTHING
Ballyclare’s innovative multi-hazard protection wear
is the only range of high visibility garments to be fully
waterproof, breathable, flame retardant, anti-static
with arc protection, that can be worn whilst welding
AND which meet the Railway Industry Standard
RIS-3279-TOM.

Waterproof and windproof
protection whilst offering
high levels of breathability
with tape-sealed seams to
prevent water ingress

Industrially launderable

Flame retardant, waterproof,
anti-static with arc protection,
that can be worn whilst welding
Multi-hazard waterproof
garments have an ATPV
rating of 41.1 cal/cm2

Product Innovation Finalist at the
British Safety Industry Federation
(BSIF) Safety Awards

WATERPROOF

HV134

HV135

Multi-Hazard Waterproof Jacket

Multi-Hazard Waterproof Trouser

This is the only jacket on the market that is waterproof, flame retardant,
anti-static with arc protection, that can be worn whilst welding that meets
the Railway Industry Standard RIS-3279-TOM. This garment has an ATPV
rating of (ATPV 41.1 cal/cm2).

This is the only trouser on the market that is waterproof, flame retardant,
anti-static with arc protection, that can be worn whilst welding that meets
the Railway Industry Standard RIS-3279-TOM. This garment has an ATPV
rating of (ATPV 41.1 cal/cm2).

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

HV196

HV210

Multi-Hazard Waterproof Salopette

Multi-Hazard Coverall

This is the only salopette on the market that is waterproof, flame retardant,
anti-static with arc protection, that can be worn whilst welding that meets
the Railway Industry Standard RIS-3279-TOM. This garment has an ATPV
rating of (ATPV 41.1 cal/cm2).

This coverall is flame retardant, anti-static with arc protection, that can be
worn whilst welding and that meets the Railway Industry Standard RIS3279-TOM. This garment has an ATPV rating of (ATPV 8.7 cal/cm2).

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

These garments are manufactured in
accordance with Article 11B (quality
system monitoring) meaning on-going
checks are made to ensure the consistent
production of Category III PPE

FLAME RETARDANT

WELDING PROTECTION
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FLAME RETARDANT
BASE LAYERS
Our flame retardant protective clothing helps
keep workers safe with protection against flame,
fire, static, arcing and while welding.
For additional protection in extreme weather
and hazardous conditions we also manufacture
flame retardant base layers. These garments are
the often unseen protective layer worn beneath
our multi-hazard outer clothing.
We offer both male and female fit flame
retardant base layers.

200g/m2 58% Protex® /
39% cotton / 3% elastane
fabric

High Flame-Retardancy

WMP07

WMP08

Male Flame Retardant Base Layer Top

Male Flame Retardant Base Layer Long John

Flame Retardant Base Layer Top. Ultra-comfortable fire retardant
underwear for additional protection. This top must be worn underneath
flame retardant clothing.

Ultra-comfortable fire retardant underwear for additional protection. This
long john must be worn underneath flame retardant clothing.

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Size: S-5XL Fits: Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

WMP07F

WMP08F

Female Flame Retardant
Base Layer Top

Female Flame Retardant
Base Layer Long John

This female flame retardant base layer long sleeved top provides extra
protection in hazardous conditions. This Network Rail approved flame
retardant base layer is designed to be worn under outer garments.

This female flame retardant base layer long john provides extra protection
in hazardous conditions. This Network Rail approved flame retardant base
layer is designed to be worn under outer garments.

Size: 8-26 Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tal

Size: 8-26 Fits: Extra Short/Short/Reg/Tall/Extra Tall

Durable

17.

BASE LAYERS
& ACCESSORIES

HV161

HV175

DE07

Hi Vis GORE-TEX Waterproof
Waterproof Hood

Hi Vis Rucksack

Knee Pads

Water resistant hi vis rucksack with quick release
anti-entanglement system with multiple pockets
and adjustable straps.

These comfortable and durable knee pads are
designed to be worn with garments; HV167,
HV168, HV164 and HV163.

Size: One Size

Size: One Size

Size: One Size

UW13

UW11

Male Base Layer
Short Sleeve Top

Male Base Layer
Long Sleeve Top

Lightweight moisture wicking male base layer
short sleeve top. Wear beneath outer garments
for additional protection in cold weather.

Lightweight moisture wicking male base layer
long sleeve top. Wear beneath outer garments for
additional protection in cold weather.

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

UW15

UW14

JV138

J041

HV51

HV52

Male Base Layer Leggings

Male Base Layer Shorts

Welder’s Boot High

Safety Boot Low

Safety Boot High

Lightweight moisture wicking male base layer
leggings. Wear beneath outer garments for
additional protection in cold weather.

Lightweight moisture wicking male base layer
shorts. Wear beneath outer garments for
additional protection in cold weather.

GORE® WINDSTOPPER®
Fleece Balaclava

Conforms to EN 20345 6.2.4 Standard, EN 20345
5.4.6 Standard. Approved to EN 15090:2006 HI3
CI AN - F2IS - SRC Category III P.P.E. GORETEX CROSSTECH® 4 Ply lining construction
protecting against pathogens.

Leather outer with GORE-TEX lining. Steel
midsole. PU toe cap. Profiled rubber sole.

Leather outer with GORE-TEX lining. Calf length.
Steel midsole. PU toe cap. Profiled rubber sole.

Size: S-5XL

Size: S-5XL

Size: 36-49

Size: 36-50

Size: 36-50

GORE® WINDSTOPPER® Glacier fleece
balaclava that is extremely breathable and
incredibly hard wearing. Eliminates wind
chill effect.

Size: One Size

Made with GORE-TEX Fabric this hood can be
attached to a selection of hi vis waterproof coats,
work jackets and coveralls. Hood should not be
worn trackside.
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Supplied by:

Ballyclare’s administration and sales office is in Stockport and
is well positioned for easy access to the motorway network,
Manchester airport and the national rail network.
The company operates to the highest standards and is accredited
to the quality standard BS EN ISO 9001:2015 and the environmental
management standard BS EN ISO 14001:2015.

Ballyclare is a verified member of RISQS (Railway Industry
Supplier Qualification Scheme), BSIF (British Safety Industry
Federation) and is a BSIF Registered Safety Supplier.

Under the European Union Directive 89/686/EEC on personal protective equipment (PPE), Article 11B is an
externally-audited accreditation and ‘System for ensuring quality of production by means of monitoring’ and
relates to the consistent and compliant manufacture of complex (“life saving”) PPE.
This means you can be confident Ballyclare Article 11B garments have been manufactured with an approved
quality-control system that not only requires auditing of the system documentation, technical files and
production site, but also of other premises involved in the process such as head offices and design offices.
More information about PPE Standards can be found at ballyclarelimited.com
Ballyclare Limited,
The Forum, Hercules Business Park,
Bird Hall Lane, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK3 0UX
Tel: +44 (0)844 493 2808
info@ballyclarelimited.com
ballyclarelimited.com
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